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On this homepage, you can find the complete menu of Holy Greens Ab from Stockholm. Currently, there are 17
courses and drinks available. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly.

You can also contact them through their website. What User likes about Holy Greens Ab:
it is a must for a vegetarian and those who either want to love veggies or eat healthy. the taste let them in any

case notice how fresh the sweet and fully healthy rifle. the restaurant itself is simple and modern, they can simply
eat outside their shops as they have additional seating areas (but that was before the kovid). I just want to make

a scream for the friendly staff. read more. The diner and its rooms are wheelchair accessible and thus usable
with a wheelchair or physiological disabilities, Depending on the weather, you can also sit outside and have

something. What Anthony F doesn't like about Holy Greens Ab:
Sweden is great for dagensrätt, but here we felt shortchanged for our 125 sek, salmon, black rice, dressing and
half an avocado were fine but other salads pretty drab, no self service to get your own portion, coffee or even
bread. The plants looked half dead as well, the brand didn't work for us, plenty of room for improvement read

more. Various delicious seafood meals are offered by the Holy Greens Ab from Stockholm, Generally, the dishes
are prepared in the shortest time and fresh for you. You can also look forward to fine vegetarian cuisine, Also,

the guests of the establishment love the large selection of various coffee and tea specialities that the
establishment has to offer.
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Egg� & Pancake�
OMELETTE

Mai� course�
TOPPINGS

Sala�
CAESAR SALAD

Drink�
SMOOTHIES

Sauce�
MAYO

Beverage�
JUICES

Condiment� an� Sauce�
HUMMUS

Restauran� Categor�
VEGETARIAN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
NOODLES

FISH

SALAD

Ingredient� Use�
AVOCADO

SHRIMP

KIMCHI

MEAT

CHEESE

CHICKEN
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